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Laboratory tests were conducted on rock core samples roceived

from six core holes in the Michigpoe study area of Marquette and

Baraga Counties near Sawyer Air Force Base, Michigan. Results were

used to determine the quality and uniformity of the rock to depth, of

200 feet below ground surface.

The rock core was petrographically identified as predvinately

tonalil;e, potash granite, and amphibolite, with relatively minor

amounts of hiotite schist and pegmatite. Most specienb contained

fractures which ranged in orientation from horizontal to vertical.

Several snecimens contained well-develcped systems of fracture.

Evaluation on a hole-to-hole basis indicates the potash granite

r..'moved fr.-m Hole M14-CR-2A and the gneissic tonalite and amphibolite

removed from Holes M-CR-26 and -28 to be relatively competent to

very covc:tent rnck. These holes reprrtzit materials which should

offer good possibilities as competent, hard rock media.

Hole MG-CR-18 yielded specimens of potarh granite, tonali1',. and

-,hi "l4 e. This variety of mater .als exhibited physi,-al character-

istics genezally representative of marginal to goeS U y rock, an(..

should offer some possibility as a competent hard ro-k medium, pro-

vided the single zone o-r :ncompetent rock is not a disquel Ifying fac-

tor. The tona.-tes, amphibolites, and potash granites representative

35



of Holes MD-CR-13 and - were generally fractured and exhibited

physict l characteristics typical of rt-ak of lower quality than that

reqxired of ccmpetent media.

The above evaluations have been ba:3ed on somewhat limited data

and, therefore, more extensive investigation will be required "n order

to fully define the ir.ividual areas under consideration.

I!
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PREFACE i

This study was conducted in the Concrete Division of the U. S.

Army Engineer Waterwayf Experiment Station (WES) under the sponsor-

ship of the U. S. Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization

(EAMSO) of the Air Force Systems Commaad. The study was coordinated

with CPT Rupert G. Tart, Jr., SAM)O Project Officer, Norton Air Force

Base, San Bernardino, Calif .rnia. The work was accomplished during

September of 1969 under the general supervision of Mr. Bryant Mather,

Chief, Concr'ete Division, and .rder the direct supervision of Messrs.

J. M. Folatty, Chief, Engineering Mechanics Branch, W. 0. Tynes, Chief,

corcrete and Rock Properties Section, and K. L. Saucier, Project Offi-

cer. Mr. C. R. Hallford was responsible for the petrography work.

Mr. R. W. Crisp performed the majority of the program analysis and

prepared this report.

Director of the WES during the investigation and the preparation

and publication of this report was COL Levi A. Brown, CE. Technical

Director was Mr. F. R. Brown.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BR TS! TO RIC UNI OF )ASU1 NrIT

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to
metric tnits as follows.

Multiply By To Obtain

inches 2.54 centimeters

feet 0.3048 meters

feet per second 0.3048 meters per second

0ounds 0.45359237 kilograms

pounds ner scua-e inch 0.070307 kilograms (force) per square
cenlimet .r

6.894757 kilonewtons per square meter
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The purpose of this study was to supplement the information being

obtained for the area evaluation study by the U. S. Air Force Space

and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO). It was necessary to deter-

mine the properties of the specific materials for (1) evaluation of

the area as a hard rock medium, and (2) an analysis of the quality

and uniformity of the rock. Results of tests on cores from Baraga

and Marquette Counties near Sawyer Air Force Base, Michigan, are

reported herein.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this investigation was to conduct laboratory

tests on samples from areas containing hard, near-surface rock to de-

termine the integrity and the mechanical behavior of the materials as

completely as possible, analyze the data thus obtained, and report the

results to appropriate users.

1.3 SCOPE

Laboratory tests were conducted as indicalued in the two paragraphs

following on samples received from the field. Table 1.1 gives perti-

nent information on the various tests.

9



Tests conducted to detenine the general quality and integrity of

the rock in the area sampled were: (1) relative hardness (Schmidt

numiber), (2) specific gravity, (3) unconfined compression (conven-

tional and cyclic compression), (4) elastic moduli, and (5) sonic ve-

locity.

Special tests conducted respectively (1) to determine the degree

of anisotropy of the sampled rock and (2) to facilitate comparison of

direct and indirect tensile strengths were: (I) dynamic elastic prop-

erties along three mutually perpendicular axes and (2) tensile

strength. A limited petrographic examination was also made.

1.4 SAMPLES

Samples were received from six holes in the Michigamme area.

These holes were designated MG-CR-2A, -10, -18, -26, -28, and -54.

All samples were NX-size coz es (nominal 2-1/8-inchI diameter). Test

spec:_mens of the required dimensions as presented in Table 1.1 were

prepared for the individual tests. Quality and uniformity tests were

conducted on selected specimens from all holes. Special tests were

condcited on specimens selected from the various core holes to repre-

sent differences in rock type, weathering, etc.

A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to

metric units is presented on page 8.

10



1.5 REPORT REQUlnMFM-I/S

Tie immediate need for the test results required that data rc-

ports be compiled and forwarded to the users as work was completcd on

each hole. The data reports of the individual test results are in-

cluded herein as Appendixes A through F.

The core descriptions as originally given ir the data reports

(Appendixes A through F) were frequently taken from the core logs

received with the sample shipments. These descriptions have been

changed, where necessary, to reflect the results of the petrographic

examination and analysis performed at a later date.

11{
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CHAPTER 2

TEST METHODS

2.1 SCHMIDT NUMMR

The Schmidt number is a measure of the relative degree of hard-

ness as determined by the degree of rebound of a small mass propelled

against a test surface. The test was conducted as suggested in Ref-

erence 1 (a Swiss-made hammer was used); twelve readings per specimen
were taken. The average of these readings is the Schmidt number or

relative hardness. The hardness is often taken as an approximation of

rock quality, and may be correlated with other physical tests such as

strength, density, and modulus.

2.2 SPECIFIC GRAVITY

The specific gravity of the "as-received" samples was determiied

by the loss of weight method conducted according to method CRD-C 107

of Reference 2. A pycnometer is utilized to determine the loss of

weight of the sample upon submergence. The specific gravity is equal

to the weight in air divided by the loss of weight in water.

2.3 INDIRECT TENSION

Tensile strength was determined by the indirect method, commonly

referred to as the tensile splitting or Brazilian method, in which a

tensile failure stress is induced in a cylindrical test specimen by a

13
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compressive force applied on two diametrically opposite line elements

of the cylindrical surface. The test was conducted ".ccording to

method v0-C 77 of Reference 2.

2.4 DIRECT TENSION

For purpcses of comparison, specimens were prepored and tested

for ?ensile strength according to the American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM) proposed "Standard Method of Test for Direct Tensile

Strength of Rock Core Specimens." Tensile splitting tests were con-

ducted on specimens cut adjacent to the direct tensile test specimens.

For the direct tension testh, the specimens were right circular

cylinders, the sides of which were straight to within 0.01 inch over

the full length of the specimen and the ends of whicn were parallel

and aot departing from perpendicularity to the axis of the specimen by

more than 0.25 degree. Cylindrical metal caps were cemented to the

ends of the specimen and provided the means for applying the direct

tensile load. The load was applied continuously by a 30,000-pound-

capacity universal testing machine and at a constant rate such that

failure occurred within 5 to 15 minutes.

2.5 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH TESTS

The unconfined and cyclic compression test specimens were prepared

according to ASTM and Corps of Engineers standard method of test for

triaxial strength of undrn'ined rock corm specimens, CRD-C 147

1~4



(Reference 2). Essentially, the specimens were cut with a diamond

blade saw, and the cut surfaces were ground to a tolerance of 0.001

inch across any diameter with a surface grinder prior to testing.

Electrical resistance strain gages were utilized for st ainicasure-

ments, two each in the axial (vertical) and horizont.L (diametral)

directions. Static Young's, bulk, .shear, and constrained moduli were

computed from strain measurements and were based on tangent moduli

computed at 50 percent of the ultimate strength. Stress was applied

with a 440,000-pound-capacity universal testing machine.

2.6 DYNAMIC ELASTIC PROPERTES

Bulk, shear, and Young's moduli, Poisson's ratio, compressive ve-

locity, and shear velocity were determined on celected rock specimens

by use of the proposed ASTM "Standard Method of Test for Laboratory

Determination of Ultrasonic Pulse Velocities and E*tastic Constants of

Rock."

Specir'.ns were prepared by cutting the ends of the 10 core with

a diamond blade saw, and grinding these surfaces, with a surface

grinder, to a tolerance of 0.001 inch across any diameter.

The test method essentially consisted of generating a wave in the

specimen with a pulse generator unit and measuring, with an oscillo-

scope, the time required for the compression and shear waves to

travel the secimen, the resulting wave velocity being the distance

15
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traveled divided by the traveltime. These compressive and shear ve-

locities, along with the bulk density of the specimen, were uLed to

compute the elastic Properties. In t e case cf the special tests

used to determine the degree of anisotropy of the samples, compres-

sion and shear velocities were measured along two mutually perpen-

dicular, diametrical (lateral.) xes and along the longitudinal axis.

This was fecilitated by grinding four 1/2-inch-wide strips down the

sides of the 2ylindrical surface at 90-degree angles and generating

the compressive and shear waves perpendicular to these ground

surfaces.

2.7 PETWRMAPHIC EXUUINAION

A limited petrogra)hic examination was conducted on samples se-

lected to be representative of the material received from the severel

holes. The examination was limited to identifying the rock, deter-

mining general condition. identifying mineralogicl constituents, and

noting any unusual characteristics which may have influenced the test

results.

16



CHAPTER 3

QUALY AND UNIFORMTY 2EST r1LTS

3.1 TESb UTILIE"

Basu cXi experience accumulated throi gh testing and data analy-.
1

si& of core from study areas previously - aluated, the following

physical properties were selected for use in evaluating the quality

and uniformity of the Michigamne core: S&hmidt number, specific

gravity, ulAimate uniaxial compressive strength, and compressional

wave velocity. Dynamic elastic constants were determined for se-

lected representative specimens and results were compared with static

elastic constants determined for these same speciLens. Static mod-

uli were based on a Poisson's ratio and tangent modulus of elasticity

computed at 50 percent of ultimate uniaxial compressive strength.

The core received from the Michigame study area was, according

to bulk composition, comprised of three principal rock tv.-es: (I)

ampibolites, (2) granites, and (3) tonalitee. Lnsignificant quanti-

ties of other rock types (one specimen of rhyolite, four of biotite

schist) dere also received from the area. Diffe.ences in ultimate

uniaxial compressive strenth appear to have arisen from variation

1 A list of associated reports is given on th inside front cover

of this report.

17



in rock type coupled with variation in number, nature, and inclina-

tion of fractures present in the irdividual specimens.

To facilitate analysis, data were generally grouped accordingIii
to r-ck type, and, where applicable, these general groupings were

subdivided &-cording to physicel conditions as defined below:

1. Intact rock core, which was macroscopically free of joints,

seams, vesicles, and/or fractures.

2. Moderately fractu ,d rock core containing horizontally or

vertically oriented fractures.

3. Critieally to highly fractured rock core containing well-

developed systems of fracture, or critically oriented fractures, i.e.,

fractures inclined with respect to the horizontal at angles so as to

result in the development of shearing stresses of failure magnitude

when the specimen is subjected to relatively low axial stress.

4. Rock containing veaicles.

5. Rock containing open fractures.

Detailed physical test results are presented in Appendixes A

through F; sumnaries of the results are tabulated in the various

sections of this chapter.

3.2 TONALITE

Portions of the core received from four holes, MW-CR-IO, -26,

-28, and -54, were petrographically identified as tonalite and

18



gneissic tonalite. pysical te&t results both suggested and reflected

subdivision of test results into three groups: (1) intact core, (2)

moderately fractured core, and (3) critically to highly fractured core.

A detailed tabulation and discussion of test results are given

in Appendixes B, D, E, and F. A summary of these results is given

below:

Role specimen Specific Sccldt Ultimate Compressional
NO. No. Gravity No. Uni"Ijel Vave Velocity

Compressive
Stregth

psi fps

Intact Core:

8 3.09 51..2 42,42o 22, 80
10 2.77t) 61.5 38,94n 19,345

I-CR-28 1 2.'90 63.8 35 ,750 18,715
5 2.705 63.8 29,820 18,98

22 2856-327020 600
Ave35,90 30

Nto~rstely Fractured Core:

W1-CR-b0 2.711 2- 6,5.0 18,925
4..W 59.0 25,820 18,90y
18 2.659 61.8 27,180 19,4'10
23 .,7 6i.2 17,350

WG-CR-26 6 3.Y70 53., 27,580 21,635

MOC-S2 2.988 61.6 08,480 23.655
2 2. 97 63.2 22,910 19,760

21 3.037 'A. " 26.550 21.950

W-CR-54 14 4o.7 17000 19-.2

CritS -ahly to Higly Yractured Core:

G--in 5 2.69 55.9 7,700 17,160

PIG,-Cit.5. 2 Z.667 -- 16, o a  
19,420

6 2.6".1. -. ,080 19.540

8 2-03 -- .90 19,360
18 2.~5.910 19,80
20 -.9.. 5

Ave rage Z--iE -- .1I

a ths. sarmans. wre obviously w-Wwkeomi a ltster *,(r ;;y tIhe be11-evelo1~ sytter4 of free~-
t4r present It, i'ost of the -cre frc. H'I¢ ?-CR i, -¢sslbly -it to a more adyawe,; deg:" of
het1ing of theb* fracI.res.

19



The intact tonalite from the Michigaime study area appeared to

be quite strong, exhibiting an average ultimate uniaxial compressive

strength of approximately 36,000 psi. Fracturing of this material,

however, resulted in moderate to severe reductions in strength.

That core which cortained horizontal or vertical fractures (MoL-

erately fractured) was found to exhibit strengths apDroximately 70

percent as great as those exhibited by the intact tonalite. In spite

of this 30 percent reduction in strength, the modnrately fractured

core was still judged to be relatively competent material.

Generally, the critically to highly fractured tonalite was

found to have been severely weakened by the fracturing. Tbis mate-

rial exhibited an average ultimate uniaxial compressve strength less

than 25 percent as great as the average yielded bj the intact mate-

rial, with most strengths falling in the incompetent range of 0 to

8,000 psi. Two of the highly fractured specimens were substantially

stronger than the rest, obviously weakened to a lesser degree by the

well-developed systems of fracture. These two specimens should by

no means be judged as representative of the critically to highly

fractured core as the majority of the ultimate strengths fell well

below the 8,000-psi mark.

Compressional wave velocities determined for the tonalite re-

flected, to a much lesser degree, the fracturing present in mu'ch of

the core. The velocities exhibited by the moderately fractured core

20



were of only a slightly lower magnitude than those exhibited by the

intact material. Critical angle fractures and well-developed systems

of fracture had a more pronounced effect on compressional wave veloc-

ity, with the group comprised of this type of core exhibiting veloc-

ities averagig almost 1,000 fps belcw the average yielded by the in-

tact tonalite.

As indicated in the tabulation below, elastic constants exhibited

Nole Fjd ma S Ulm . Hot,.lus P ns ,- '.lo Ve Vcloelty

3.1kBbf Static Vnoalc Cge~- 3bea

NO3-t 10 ? Utt 108 0.7 :.5 8.5 6.3 L..? 0.26 0.29 19,34.5 10,56)[ gS.4 Msc t .6 .0.0 5.0 8.0 4.8 3.9 0.22 o.29 iF ..-5 i3,i60

? Iu.t.t 12.5 n.9 8.5 1o.16 5.0 5.6 0.25 0.3- 20,600 o.8:.5

ND-M5& 8 NO.. 9.3 5.5 6.2 8.4; 3.7 3.,. o., o1A2 19.360 10.050

18 KIM .y .7 . 6.5 9.? 1.9 3.7 0. -- '2, e.3 i9.6& 1.),160

by the tonalite were rather high, with static elastic Ycung's moduli

generally found to be slightly larger than their corresponding dy-

nazac values. Moduli yielded by the highly fractured core were found

to be only slightly lower thin thoe- determined for the intact

material.

As indicated by the cyclic stress-strain curves reported in

Appendixes D, E, and F, the intact tonalite from this area was found

to be quite brittle, whereas the highly fractured material was not.

21



Little hysteresis was exhibited and no appreciable residual strain

was detected..

3.3 POTASH GFANITE

Portions of the core received from Holes MG-CR-2 , -10, and -18

were petrographically classified as potash granite. Results of phys-

ical tests were grouped according to physical -condition of the as-

received core. These groupings were: (1) intact rock, (2) moderately

fractured rock, (3) rock containing critically oriented fractures,

and (4) rock containing open fractures and/or vesicles.

Physical test results are given in detail in Appendixes A, B,

and C. A sumary of the results is given below:

Hole Specimen Srecific Schmidt Ult inate Ccmpressicnal
?Ic. lo. Iravity No. Uniaxial Wave Vel o'ity

Compressive
Strength

psi fps

Intact Core:

Wf-CR-ZA 4 2.629 5i.9 4o,910 19.190
2.613 53.5 39,090

i4 ?.Z40 o .9 31,820 i8.360
21)2.Q6 5. 34.850 t

Average 7."7- 52.9 l9,0iC ,

Moderately Fractured Core:

MG-CR-18 1 2.641 52.9 23,120 19,51z
3 2.685 52.0 30,310 19.583
5 2.681 49.5 18,10 '8,88o
8 2.6S. 51.4 -'8,210

Average 2 2,79, 519.3.

(Continued)
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Hole Specimen Specific Schmidt Ultimate Compressional
No. No. Gravity No. Uniaxial Wave Velocity

Compressive
Strength

psi fps

Core Containing Critically Oriented Fractures:

MG-CR-10 8 2.661 57.1 14,090 19,080

MG-CR-18 4 2.667 37.4 11,090 17,540
6 2 -- 14ooo 1846

Average 24" 47.2

Core Containing Open Fractures or Vesicles:

MG-CR-10 12 2.494 28.3 7,820 18,800
14 2.499 -- 5,200 12,880

MG-CR-18 15 2.662 -- 1
Average 2.552 .090 6, 590

The intact potash granite from the Michigamme study area was

very strong, ;omparable to the intact tonalite previously discussed.

As with the tonalite, however, fracturing of the granite E .nerally

resulted in moderate to severe reductions in ultimate uniaxial com-

pressive strength.

The moderately fractured granite (containing vertical or hori-

zontal fractures) exhibited an average ultimate strength approxi-

mately 60 percent as large as that yielded by the intact granite.

There was, howev.r, an appreciable range in strengths observed

(18,000 to 30,000 psi). The apparent reduction in strength due to

the presence of fractures was quite similar to that observed for the

tonalites. As indicated by the range of ultimate strengths yielded
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Elastic constants dete rmined for the intact granite (tabulated

below) were relatively high, camparable to values yielded by the in-

tact tonalite. Dynamic constants determined for the vesicular gran-

ite (static constants could not be reliably determined) were quite

low due to the pronounced decrease in wave velocities caused ny the

vesicles.

Hole Specimen Modulus Poisson's Ratio Wave Velocity

Young's Bulk Shear Static Dynamic Compres- Shear
sional

Static Dynamic :t.c Dynamic Static Dynamic

106 psi 1O
6 pjI'd psi 10 6 p.ii 10' pfuI 10G plI fps fps

Intact to MLdicrately Fractured Core:

NG-C-2A 14 10.7 10.1 5.9 6.6 4.5 4. 0.20 0.24 a8,"6o 10,690

MG-CR-l', 3 1.3 Ii.9 7.4 4.7 . 0.21 0.20
Average 11.0 11.0 -. 7.0 20 6.. 24 1 . 11.150

Core Conta.r-ing Vesicles:

0-CR-1 in ._a 5.5 . 9.3 -- .a 0.4o 180 7,635

A- - 12.880 j, 4

a Stitic-clartt| constatts 2ould n,.t be determined sin-, "lectrica! reslstan'o train gates could not.

be ",rpiied to the veol~ular :mrfa'es o' theze 3pxcArA nz in a trm:,er so as to (btain reliable resul't.

Stress-strain curves determined for the intact g-anite revealed

this material to be quite brittle, exhibiting no noticeable plastic

deformation prior to catastrophic failure. Upon cycling, these

stress-strain curves revealed little hysteresis and no appreciable

residual strain.

3.4 AMPHIBOLITE

Portions of the core received from four holes, MG-CR-!O, -18,
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-26, and -54, were petrographically identified as amphibolite. Phys-

ical test results both suggested and reflected subdivision and anal-

ysis of the data according to the following: (1) intact rock, (2)

moderately fractured rock, and (3) critically to highly fractured

rock.

Test results are given in detail in Appendixes B, C, D, and F.

A summary of the results is given below:

Hole Specimen Specific Schmidt Ultimate Compressional
NO. NO. Gravity No. Uniaxial Wave Velocity

Compressive
Strength

psi fps

Intact Core:

MG-CR-26 3 2.997 58.8 25,300 21,955
9 2.840 56.2 29.240 20,415

21 2.760 61.2 2 i

Moderately Fractured Core:

MG-CR-10 22 3.170 54.5 15,700 21,700

MG-CR-18 12 2.988 45.6 15,850 21,520
19 2.853 42.6 13,330 20,74o0

o.-CR26 16 2.891 1 17,730 20 810
Average 2.975 2 15,650

Critically to Highly Fractured Core:

MG-CR-10 J0 2.706 -- 8,210 17,230
15 2.841 -- 12,120 19,395
16 2.854 46.8 8,000 16,845
19 2.961 55.3 10,240 22,175

MG-CR-54 1 2.714 37.3 8,790 18,940
9 2.866 -- 4,950 21,62011 2 7 -- 3. 2o.68o

Average 2. 4 20168
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The amphibolite received from the Michigamme study area appeared

to be somewhat weaker in all cases than the tonalites and granites

previously discussed.

The intact core exhibited an average ultimate uniaxial compres-

sive strength of 26,810 psi, a value comparable to the average ulti-

mate strengths exhibited by the moderately fractured tonalites and

granites.

The moderately fractured amphibolite was somewhat weaker than

the intact material, yielding an average ultWate uniaxial compres-

sive strength approximately 6 0&percent as great as that yielded by

the intact amphibolite. This 40 percent reduction in strength com-

pares very well with the 30 to 40 percent reductions apparently

caused by mocerate fracturing of the tonalites and granites. The mod-

erately fractured amphibolite is still, however, in spite of its some-

what lower strength, relatively competent rock.

The critically to highly fractured amphibolite from the Michi-

gamme study area was found to be substantially weaker than both the

intact and moderately fractured amphibolite. This material exhibited

an avorage ultimate uniaxial compressive strength of only 30 percent

of that yielded by the intact core, generally falling in the incompe-

tent to marginal range.

Compressional wave velocities determined for the intact and mod-

erately fractured amphibolite were such as to indicate that the
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moderate fracturing had little, if any, effect on wave velocity, prob-

ably since much of this fracturing was vertically oriented and com-

pressional waves would not necessarily be forced to pass across these

fractures. Compressional wave velocities determined for the criti-

cally to highly fractured amphibolite were somewhat lower.

As indicated in the following tabulation, elastic constants de-

termined for the amphibolite were slightly scattered. There was de-

tected, however, a definite trend toward higher moduli with higher

ultimate compressive strength.

"IkLe Specimen Modulus Poisson's Ratio Wave Velocity

YounC3 Bulk Shear Static Dynamic Cempres- Shear
sioral

Stati, Dynamfi! Static Dynanic Static Dynamic

l06 psi 1o6 pii 106 psi 106 psi 106 psi 106 psi ips fps

Intact and Muderately Fractured Core:

22 12.5 12.2 8.7 14.2 5.0 4.5 0.26 0.36 21,770 10,270

-CR-5b 1f 13.4 14.6 ,.9 11.0 5.5 5.9 0.22 0.28 21,520 11,870
10I r 13.6 7.0 9.3 4.2 5.4 0.25 0.26 20,740 11,880

M .-CRK - 3 a 11.8 21. 1
Avera,'

Crltlially to Ifighly Fractured Core:

V4-CR-11 15 10.0 9.4 6.9 9.? 4.0 3.5 0.26 0.34 19,400 9,56 0
16 7.8 7.7 4.3 .O 3.2 2.9 0.20 0.32 16.840 8,710

l4,-c-4 I o.8 8 3 033 is;
Averae 9. o. 75.3 3 3.3 0.20 03 1T o90 ,0

Moduli determined for the intact and moderately fractured core

were quite high, with dynamic constants generally found to be slightly

higher than the corresponding static values. Moduli detormined for

the critically to highly fractured amphibolite were somewhat lower,
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I
probably due to the more pronounced effects of fracturing.

Ii,
StresL-strain curves from which the static constants were deter-

mined revealed the amphibolite to be a rather brittle material. With

the exception of Specimen 1 from Hole MG-CR-54, the amphibolite cores

for which elastic constants were determined exhibited, upon cycling,

little hysteresis and no appreciable residual strain. Specimen 1 of 5

Hole MG-CR-54 yielded a stress-strain curve with some initial reverse

curvature, probably due to crack closure during the initial stages of

loading. The residual strain detected in this specimen was probably

due to permanent displacement along the critical angle fractures.

3.5 PEGMATITE

Several specimens received from Holes MG-CR-26 and -28 were pet-

rographically identified as pegmatite. All of these cores were in-

tact, and, as indicated in the summary of physical test results below,

* I exhibited rather uniform physical properties. Detailed test results

are given in Appendixes D and E.

I Hole Specimen Specific Schmidt Ultimate Compressional
No. No. Gravity No. Uniaxial Wave Velocity

Compressive
StrenW.h

psi fps

i W-cn-26 4 2.668 65.1 33,180 19,120
12 2.691 60.2 21,060 19,U0
19 2.673 53.1 31,140 18,020

Imlt-CR-28 8 2.658 65.2 30,610 19,445
10 2.677 -- 35,000 19,010
18 261 68 41.200 19.3

Average 2.73 1.5 30,360 19,010
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The pegntites from the Michigamne study area yielded ultimate

uniaxial compressive strengths only slightly lower in magnitude than

those exhibited by the intact tonalites and granites from this same

area. Compressional wave velocities were very uniform, averaging

approximately 19,000 fps.

As indicated in the tables of elastic constants in Appendixes

D and E, the moduli determined (two specimens) for the pegmatite

cores were moderately high, but again slightly lower than those de-

termined for the intact tonalites snd granites. This materiel is

quite brittle, and as indicated by cyclic compression stress-strain

curves, exhibits no appreciable hysteresis or residual strain.

3.6 BIOTITE SCHIST

Also received from the Michigamme study area were four specimens
of biotite schist. A summary of test results for the four schist

specimens is given below. Detailed results are given in Appendix A.

Hole Specimen Specific Schmidt Ultimate Compressional
No. No. Gravity No. Uniaxial Wave Velocity

Compressive
Strength

psi 4ps

M1-CR-2A 1 2.788 -- 18,030 19,480
8 2.953 50.0 20,450 21,740
9 2.719 I 2,150 18,560

18 26.060
Average 2.T56 49.8 21170 20,3
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The biotite gneiss specimwns received from this area exhibited

rather uniform physical test results; the average ultimate uniaxlai

compressive strength was found to be approximately 21,000 psi.

Elastic constants were determined for Specimen 18, and, as in-

dicated in Appendix A, were found to be very high; the static Young's

modulus was found to be 14.8 x 106 psi. Stress-strain curves plotted

during the cyclic compression test revealed the biotite schist to be

quite lorittle. Upon cycling, no hysteresis or residual strain was

detected.
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SPECIAL TESTS

4.1 ANISOTROPY TESTS

Eight rock ape 2imens from the Michigumue area were selected and

prepared for determination of compressional and saear velocities

Eaccording to the AST proposed "Standard Method of Test for Labora-

tory Determination of Ultrasonic Pulse Velocities and Elastic Con-

stants of Rock." The NX-diameter specimens were cut to lengths of

2 inches and ground on the ends to a tolerance of 0.001 inch. Four

1/2-inch-wide strips were also ground down the sides of the cylindri-

cal surface at 90-degree angles. The velocities, densities, and di-

mensions were measured as specified in the proposed test method.

Results of velocity determinations are given in Table 4.1. Con-

pressional and shear wave velocities exhibited by the specimens

tested herein were moderate in magnitude, with those yielded by the

tons) ites generally being slightly higher than those exhibited by

4Le granites.

Devations from the average compressional wave velocity were,

4 : o cases, rather low--not exceeding 3 percent. Two specimens,

however, exhibited deviations from the average of 5 percent or

greater; both were horizontally banded gneissic tonalites. In each

case, the large deviation was due to relatively low velocities
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exhibited !n the axial direction perpendicular to the banding.

A compilation of the elastic properties computed from the com-

pressive and shear velocities and the specific gravity is given in

Table 4.2. However, discretion must be used in utilizinM the moduli

results as experimental errors are introduced when the differerces in

-velocities are significant. The proposed ASTM test method states

that the equations for computation of elastic moduli slould not be

used if "any of the three compressional wave velocities varics by

more than 2 percent from their average value. The error in E and

G due to both anisotropy and experimental error then does not exceed

6 percent." Naturally, the effect of the error is compounded by

greater differences in the three-directional velocity measurements.

The 2 percent allowable deviation proposed ty ASIM appears to be

unrealistic since laboratory-determined values of comprsssional

and shear wave velocities are reproducible within a deviation from

the average of only 2 to 3 percent. Thus, it "ould appcar that the

point of division between isotropy and enisotropy urould r,:-e rea.is-

ticalJ~y be in the range of 5 to 8 percent deviation from the average.

It should be kept in mind, however, that this greater ecv _aon would

also allow a larger error in the computed values of E and G

4.2 COMPARATIVE TISILE TESTS

Eight NX-diameter rock specimens were selected in an attempt to
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I
represent the variation of rock type present in the core received

from the drill holes in the )chigame area. Tonalite and granite

specimens were present in sufficient quantity and length to permit

testing several of each type. Amphibolite specimens available, how-

ever, were too short to allow comparative tensile tests on specimens

of this rock type.

The specimens were prepared and tested for tensil- strength

according to the AST! proposed "Standard Method of Test for Direct

Tensile Strength of Rock Core Specimens." For comparative purposes,

tensile splitting tests were conducted or. specimens cut adjacent to

the direct tensile test specimens. The test results are given in

Table 4.3.

Two specimens failed through the epoxy bonding agent on the ini-

tial direct tension test attempts. These specimens were then turned

on a lathe, gradually reducing specimen diameter from 2 inches at

either end to 1.5 inches along a 1-inch-long central section (dog-

bone). This section was sufficiently reduced to result in tensile

failure at loads low enough to be held by the epoxy adhesive.

Direct tensile strengths were rather high and, except for the

highly fractured specimen of gneissic tonalite, ran above 900 psi.

The severely fractured gneissic tonalite exhibited a direct tensile

strength of 580 psi and an indirect strength of 1,360 psi. The di-

rect tensile strength should better reflect the true tensile strength
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of the rock, since a specimen subjected to direct tension is more

prone to failure at the point of minimum strength, i.e., along frac-

tures, etc.

Indirect tensile strengths, with two exceptions, ran somewhat

higher than the corresponding direct tensile strengths, probably due

to the more restricted location of the failure surface in the indirect

test. Therefore, there is less probability of failure occuring at

a point of minimmi strength.

4.3 PETROGRAPHIC EXMINATION

4.3.1 Samples. Six boxes of NX core from holes In 3Nwr-ga and

Marquette Counties, Michigan, were received for testing in Av:,,ust

1969. Each box contained about 15 feet of core which represented

several depths to 200 feet.

The cores were inspected to select representative pieces from

all significant rock types for petrographic examination. The cores

axe described below:

* 1. Hole MG-CR-2A. The core was a u:xiture of pink aiid b* ,ck,

medium-grained granite and a black fine-grained biotite schLs " " en-

tified in the field log as amphibolite. Only Specimens 8 ana 1") and

parts of Specimens 1 and 9 were biotite schist. All the ,ect:..in;

were intact.

2. Hole MG-CR-l0. Several rocc types including granite,
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tonalite, and amphibolite were present. All the specimen inspected

contained fractures, except Specimens 3, 12, 13, 20, and 21 which

were intact.

Specimens 1 through 6, 18, and 23 were red and brown, coarse-

grained tonalites. Most of the sectionr had bright red patches of

hematitic stain and contained many sealed frsctures. Specimens 1

through 6 appeared slightly weathered.

Specimens 7, 8, 9, and 1 through 14 ranged from red, fine-

grained rhyolitic rocks to red, medium-grained granitic rocks. Spec-

imen 7 contained the contact between a red, fine-grained rhyolite and

a gray and green gneissic rock. Specimens 8, 9, and U through 14

were bright red, medium-grained rocks. AU but Specimens 12 and 13

had been severely fractured. Many of the fractures had been sealed

with quartz or calcite.

Specimens 10, 15, 16, 17, and 19 through 22 were dark green,

fine- to meditm-grained metamorphic rocks identified as amphibolites.

Specimens 19 and 20 were schistose and the remaining specimens were

gneissic. Specimens 21 and 22 appeared to contain more quartz than

the other specimens.

3. Hole MZ-CR-18. The core was blackish-red, fine- to medium-

grained granite; black, fine-grained amphibolite; and red and black,

medium- to coarse-grained tonalite. Most of the specimens contained

fractures or joints but none of the sections appeared weathered.
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Specimens 1, 3 through 6, 8 through U, and 15 were dark red,

medium- to fine-grained granite. E .imens 14, 6, end 15 had frac-

tures at the critical angle. Specimen 4 also contained a large

schistose inclusion.

Specimens 12 and 19 were black, fine.-grained amphibolites and

I contained several high-angle fractures.

ISpecimens 2, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17, and 18 were black and red,
medium- to coarse-grained, irregularly banded tonalite. These speci-

Imens contained broad irregular bands of biotite and chlorite, and
many sealed fractures.

4. Hole MG-CR-26. The core was black amphibolite and bl'pk and

white, medium-grained gneissic tonalite. Specimens 3, 5, 7, 9, 13

through 17, 20, 21, and 23 were =mphibolite. Specimens 6, 6, and 10

I were a fine-grained, gray-green tonalite thnt may have beer. an inclu-

sion in the amphibolite. Specimens 1, 2, 4, i, 12., 18, 19, 22, and

* 24 were gneissic tonalite, not as dark as the prev'o2 : mentioned

sections of amphibolite, and did not contain an vi,-ible fractures.

Specimens 4, 1C, 17, and 19 contained contacts with rk and

white pegmatites. Specimenr 5, 16, and 23 contained tightly closed

fractures. None of the sections appe-zed wenthered.

5. Hole .I--CR-28. The core was black and white, fine- to

medium-grained gneissic tonalite. Only Specimcnr 2, 3, 6, 15, 18,

and 21 contained fractures. All of Specimens 17 and 18 and parts of
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Specimens 3, 8, 10, and 11 were pegmatites.

6. Hole M3-CR-54. The core was severely fractured gneissic

tonalite and dark green, medium-grained amphibolite. Specimens 1, 9,

and 1 were severely fractured amphibolite and the remainder of the

core was highly fractured gneissic tonalibe. The major set of frac-

tures ranged from 45 degrees to nearly vertical. There was marked

reduction in grain size along the shear fractures.

The specimens selected for petrographic examination were:

Hole No. Concrete Specimen Approxi- Rock Description
Division No. mate
Serial No. Lepth

feet

G-CR-2A SAMSO-9, DC-5 9 96 Gray and black, coarse-
grained tonalite with a
high-angle biotite
schist band 1 inch
thick.

20 195 Pitk and blaAk, medium-
grained grani.e.

MG-OR-10 SAMSO-9, DC-i 6 74 Brown and red, coarse-
grained gneissic
tonalite.

MG-CR-10 SAMSO-9, DC-I 7 83 Contact between green
and white, coarse-
grained gneiss and red,
fine-grained rhyolite.

M-CR-I0 SAMSO-9, DC-I 13 130 Red, highly fractured
granite.

(Continued)
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Hole No. Concrete Specimen Approxi- Rock Description
Division No. m te
Serial No. Depth

feet

MG-CR-10 SAMSO-9, DC-I 17 156 Contact between dark,
(Con- medium-grained, gneissic
tinued) amphibolite and dark,

medium-grained
amphibolite.

19 176 Green, medium-grained

amphibolite.

21 186 Dark, medium-grained
amphibolite.

MG-CR-18 SAMSO-9, DC-6 9 113 Blackish-red, fine-

grained granite.

12 130 Black, fine-grained
amphibolite.

16 171 Ptd and b? ck, modium-
to coarse-,.rained tona-
!ii - rock Ailar to

but .. specimc, con-
tained a pegmatitic

b rd.

17 181 Rel and bck, mcdiur:-

tu, cca;c-rraincd tona-
l ".1 ., reck with dis-
' pte, --'gmatite bands.

MG-CR-26 SAMcO-9, DC-2 2 17 Black and white, medium-
grtlned gn.insic
,onalite.

I
(Continued)
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Hole No. Concrete Specimen Approxi- Rock Description

Division No. mate
Serial No. Depth

feet

MG-CR-26 SA4O-9, DC-2 7 57 Black, medium-grained

(con- amphibolite with a high-

tinued) angle 1/2-.inch quartz
band.

10 88 Gray-green, fine-grained
tonalite.

17 146 Contact between pink and
white pegmatite and
black and white amphibo-
lite similar to contact
in Specimen 2 of this
hole.

N-CR-28 SAMSO-9, DC-3 3 28 Black and white, coarse-
grained tonalite par-
tially altered pink;
large disrupted quartz
pods.

MG-CR-28 SAMSO-9, DC-3 13 14 Black and white, coarse-
grained tonalite with a
low-angle 2-inch fine-
grained tonalite band
similar to the tonalite
of MG-CR-26, Specimen 2.

MG-CR-54 SAMSO-9, DC-4 16 157 Pink and black, medium-
grained gneissic tona-
lite with numerous
sealed fractures.

4.3.2 Test Procedure. Etch core specimen was sawed axially.

One sawed surface of each specimen was polished and photographed.
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Composite samples were obtained from the whole length or from selected

portions from the remaining half of each piece. The composite samples

were ground to pass a No. 325 sieve (44 gm). X-ray diffraction (XRD)

patterns were made of each sample as a tightly packed powder. All XRD

patterns were made using an XRD-5 diffractometer with nickel-filtered

copper radiation. The samples X-rayed are listed below:

Hole No. Specimen Description of X-Ray Sample
No.

MG-CR-2A 9 a. Coarse-grained gneiss.
b. Dark band cutting the gneiss.

20 Entire length of core.

MG-CR-0 6 Entire length of core.

7 a. Green and white gneiss.
b. Red, fine-grained rock.
c. Light green inclusion in the red rock.

13 Entire length of core.

17 a. Foliated half of core.
b. Nonfoliated half of core.

19 Entire length of core.

21 Entire length of core.

MG-CR-18 9 Entire length of core.

12 Entire length of core.

16 Entire length of core.

17 Entire length of core.

(Continued)
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Hole No. Specimen Description of X-ray Sample
No.

MG-CR-26 2 a. Salt and pepper portion of core.
b. Solid black portion of core.

7 a. Black half of core.

b. Black and white half of core.

10 Entire length of core.

MG-CR-28 3 a. Black and white half of core.
b. Pink, altered half of core.

13 a. Coarse-grained gneiss.
b. Fine-grained gneissic band.

MG-CR-54 16 Entire length of core.

Small portions of the powdered samples were tested with dilute

hydrochloric acid and with a magnet to determine whether carbonate

minerals or magnetite were present.

The polished surface of each section was examined with a stereo-

microscope. Thin sections were prepared from each section of core

and examined with a polarizing microscope. A point-count modal anal-

ysis was made on each thin section in which 500 points were counted.

4.3.3 Results. The cores examined from the Michigamme area can

be divided into three principal groups, according to bulk composi-

tion: (1) tonalites, (2) granites, and (3) amphibolites (Refer-

ence 3). Several specimens from the area (rhyolite, pegmatite, and
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biotite schist) did not follow the overall grouping. The rhyolite is

discussed with the granites and the biotite schist is discussed with

the tonalites. The pegmatites were not examined. All of the cores

were taken from the Precambrian rocks north and south of the Marquette

Iron District (Reference 4). Cores MG-CR-10 and -2A were taken from

the highly deformed igneous and metamorphic rocks of the Southern Com-

plex near Republic, Michigan (References 4 and 5). The Republic area

represents a center of intense metamorphism, characterized by silli-

manite and staurolite gneiss and schists (Reference 6). Away from

this center, the effects of the metamorphism diminish with increasing

distance. In this area, intense deformation, represented by shearing,

is found in rocks of low metamorphic rank while rocks of higher meta-

morphic rank are less deformed. The metamorphic zones do not corre-

late directly with changes in structure and fabric of the rocks pro-

duced by deformation (Reference 6).

"'he remaining cores were taken from the igneous and metamorphic

rocks north of the Marquette Iron District, where effects of metamor-

phism were less than in the Republic area, but where t.ere had been

considerable faulting. The rocks in this northern area were predomi-

nantly tonalites with minor amounts of granites and amphibolites.

The rocks from the Republic area showed the greatest range in rock

type, with granite more abundant than tonalites or amphibolites. The

modal composition of each rock type is shown in Tables 4.4, 4.5, and
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4.6 and the bulk composition by XRD in Tables 4.7, 4.8, ana 4.9. The

rocks in the cores are discussed below:

1. Tonalites. Cores MG-CR-28 and -54 and parts of Cores

MG-CR-2A, -10, -18, and -26 were tonalites which ranged from fine- to

coarse-grained and from severely sheared to intact. All of the rocks

had been metamorphosed and several had been severely sheared. The

metamorphism and shearing often obscured the original character of

the rocks. Most of the sections appear to have been igneous tona-

lites before metamorphism or shearing. The tonalites in Cores

MG-CR-2A and -10 were the most metamorphosed and the other cores were

more highly sheared.

Section 9 of Core MG-CR-2A differed from most of the rock in

Core MG-CR-2A. it was a small volume of biotite schist and tonalite

(Figure 4.1). The remainder of the core was granite with minor

amounts of biotite schist. The tonalite wac black and white, coarse-

grained, and may have been an inclusion. The section had been re-

crystallized which obscured the contacts of the tonalite and the

schist.

Section 6 of Core MG-CR-1O was typical of the tonalites in

this core from south of the Marquette Iron District. It was red

and brown, coarse-grained tonalite that was partially iron stained

(Figure 4.1). The section was fractured and sheared and then

was strongly metamorphosed, sealing the fractures and in part



recrystallizing the rock. Plagioclase grains were partially stained

with hematite and severely altered to sericite; some were granulated.

Some of the quartz grains were recrystallized composites of un- I
strained grains, but many showed considerable strain. Biotite was

almost completely altered to chlorite and magnetite.

Section 16 of Core MG-CR-18 was a red and black, medium- to

coarse-grained soda tonalite. The section contained two large frac-

tures and several microfractures (Figure 4.2). This section con-

tained more microcline than the other tonalites from this core, which

may have been due to partial assimilation by the grau itic rocks that

were found in the upper part of the core. The minerals in this sec-

tion had been sheared and altered, except the microcline which was

very fresh and apparently had not been affected by the shearing.

Section 17 of Core MG-CR-18 was similar to Section 16 of this

core except that this section contained less microcline and more

chlorite. This section had apparently been folded, as it was vaguely

banded and the bands were disrupted (Figure 4.2). There were several

high-angle fractures and many microfractures in the section.

Section 2 of Core MG-CR-26 was black and white, medum-grained

gneissic tonalite with a small amount of amphibolite at one end of

the section (Figure 4.3). The gneissic structure and the presence of

secondary epidote and chlorite indicate that the section had been

metamorphosed. The section also had been sheared, as several
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microfractures were present. Quartz was broken and strained; plagio-

clase grains had granulated borders; and biotite flakes were bent and

broken. The plagioclase, with anorthite content of 55 percent, ap-

parently was affected by the metamorphism as secondary epidote sur-

rounded by albJte rims was present as clots along borders of the

grains. This gneiss was often cut by pegmatites, as in Section 17 of

Core MG-CR-26 (Figure 4.3).

Section 10 of Core MG-CR-26 had a composition similar to See-

tion 2 of MG-CR-26, but was darker, fine-grained, and more severely

altered (Figure 4.4). The section had a cataclastic texture and

contained several fractures. EDidote and chlorite were the most com-

mon metamorphic products. Plagioclase was almost entirely altered to

I seri,:ite, which prevented determination of the anorthite content.

Quartz had been broken and strained and biotite flakes were bent,

broken, and partially altered to chlorite.

Section 3 of Core MG-CR-28 contained a disrupted contact between

an altered gneissic tonalite and a pegmatite (Figure 4.5). The tona-

lite was medium-grained and had been severely sheared and altered.

Most of the grains were bent or broken and microfractures were conon.

Plagioclase was almost entirely altered to sericite. EDidote, chlo-

rite, and sphene appear as secondary minerals at the expense of pla-

gioclase and biotite. Calcite was introduced after shearing along

fractured planes.
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The pegatite had been severely faulted and folded. There was

very little alteration detected and, as in the tonalite, the most

dominant feature of the pegmatite was the severe shearing.

Section 13 of Core M-CR-28 was a black and white, medium-

grained biotite, hornblende, gneissic tonalite, with a 2-inch-thick

band of gray fine-grained tonalite gneiss (Figure 4.5). Half of the

section (13a) had a low-angle foliation that paralleled the contact

with, and the foliation of, the fine-graiped band. The remaining

half (13b) of the medium-gra ned zonalite had a poorly developed ver-

tical foliation. The low-angle foliation in the fine-grained band

and the lower half of the medium-grained tonalite appeared to be

the result of shearing rather than primary flow. Along this contact

between the poorly foliated upper tonalite and the fine-grained band,

there had been grain reduction, apparently due to differential move-

ment after cooling.

The fine-grained band (MG-CR-28-13b) does not represent a ground

up portion of the medium-grained tonalite because there was no trace

of hornblende in the fine-grained band while it is abundant in the

coarser grained portion. This band may have been a dike or an in-

clusion that was subsequently sheared.

In the section, plagioclase was altered to sericite and to epi-

dote along shears. Quartz was strained and broken, and biotite and

hornblende were partially altered to chlorite.
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Section 16 of Core MG-CR-54 was a severely fractured, pink and

black, medium-grained gneissic tonalite (Figure 4.4). The section

was sheared, with severe grain-size reduction along fracture planes.

There had been complete alteration of biotite to chlorite, but only

minor alteration of plagioclase to sericite. This section shows the

greatest effect of shearing of any of the rocks from the Michigamme

area. Plagioclase grains were bent and broken; quartz grains were

strained and broken; and the nirerous fractures destroyed any trace

of the original texture.

2. Granites. Parts of Cores MG-CR-2A, -10, and -18 were gran-

ites which ranged from fine to coarse grained and were potash gran-

ites (except for MG-CR-l0, Section 7, which was a rhyolite) according

to the Shand classification (Reference 3). The granites were most

abundant in Cores MG-CR-2A and -18 and were a minor occurrence in

MG-CR-10.
Section 20 of Core MG-CR-2A was a pink and blaak, medium-grained

potash granite. The section was intact and contained a poorly devel-

oped high-angle foliation (Figure 4.6). Plagioclase was slightly

altered to sericite and biotite was partially altered to chlorite.

Quartz grains were not broken or strained. Plagioclase, with an

anorthite content of 28 percent (oligoclase), and microcline grains

exhibited excellent crystal shape and very few inclusions.

Section 7 of Core MG-CR-10 was not a granite, but had a bulk
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composition that caused it to be placed into the granite group as it

was a red, fine-grained rhyolite (Figure 4.7). This section appared

to be a dike rock as indicated by its small volume, chilled contacts,

inclusions of all rocks, and fine-grained texture. The rhyolite in-

truded and included a chlorite-quartz schist (Figure 4.7). The sec-

tion contained several finely vesicular areas that may have been

devitrified.

Section 13 of Core 4G-CR-1O was red, severely shcared, medium-

to fine-grained potash granite (Figure 4.7). The shear fractures

were sealed quartz, calcite, or hematite. Several vugs were present

in the calcite. This section was the most severely sheared section

in Core MG-CR-10. The section contained a well-developed cataclastic

texture dominated by the numerous shear fractures cutting the section.

All of the primary minerals--quartz, microcline, and plag:.oclase--

were strained, bent, and broken. Plagioclase, with an ancrthite con-

tent near 20 percent (oligoclase), was severely altered to sericite

and stained with hematite. icrocline was the least altered mineral

with minor amounts of breakage and iron stain.

Section 9 of Core MG-CR-18 was typical of the granites in Core

MG-CR-18 (Figure 4.6). The section was blackish-red, fine-graine

potash granite that had been severely altered and sheared. Plagio-

clase grains were broken and a.tered to sericite, and sphene had been

altered to clay. Quartz grains were strained atid broken. This
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section contained less quartz and more accessory minerals than the

granites from cores drilled south of the Marquette Iron District.

3. Apphibolites. Parts of Cores MG-CR-10, -18, and -26 repre-

sented the least abundant group of rocks, fine- to coarse-grained

amphibolites that ranged from intact to severely saeared.

Section 17 of Core M-CR-10 contained an amphibolite schist and

,..a amphibolite gneiss. The rocks had similar compositions but varied

considerably in texture and grain size (Figure 4.8). Both rocks were

cut by parallel low-angle fractures that were slightly offset at the

contact.

Green hornblende and plagioclase were the major constituents of

both of the rocks. In the gneiss, the plagioclase had been com-

pletely altered to sericite and the hornblende had undergone partial

solution and recrystallization. In the schist, the minerals had been

severely crushed and altered.

The similar mineral composition of the two rocks and the sheared

texture of the schist suggest that the schist was the sheared equiva-

lent of the gneiss.

Section 19 of Core MG-CR-10 was green and brown, fine-grained

amph bolite schist with a well-develoned planar structure (Figvre

4.8). The hornblende occurred as needle-like laths that were fre-

quently Aitered to chlorite. Biotite was also severely altered to
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chlorite. There were many microf-actures which suggested that the

rock was severely sheared.

Section 21 of Core MG-CR-1O was a dark green, medium-grained

amphibolite gneiss that was inconspicuously ba~rsed and highly frac-

tured (Figure 4.9). The hornblende was very fresh and was only par-

tially crushed along fractures. This section contained more quartz

than the typical amphibolites from this core, but was the least

altered of all the amphibolites. Pyrite was common along fractures.

Section 12 of Core MG-CR-18 was highly fractured ard severely

altered, black, fine-grained amphibolite (Figure 4.I0). Secondary

chlorite was common throughout the section. Plagioclase was almost

entirely altered to sericite and hornblende was rfzrystallized as

chlorite. Most of the effects of the shearing had been masked by the

alteration and recrystallization.

Section 7 of Core MG-CR-26 was a black and white, medium-grained

amphibolite gneiss cut by a high-angle quartz-plagioclase pegatite

(Figre h.9). The section ,cnsisted primarily of blue-green horn-

blende and plagioclase, iith an anorthite co..tent of 42 percent

(a:.desine). Mcst of the hcrnbleide ;r;ains were broken or crushed.

Plagioclase was generally fresh ex.ert along crushed grain boundaries

where it was highly altered to sericite.

:,.3.4 Sunrary. Petrograrhic exaninaticr, of 19 sections of core

from six holes in Marquette District of northern Michigan indicated

L
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that there were three major rock types represented: tonalites, gran-

ites, and amphibolites; the tonalites were the most abundant. Differ-

ences in compressive strength and elastic properties within each rock

type appear to have arisen from the number and inclination of frac-

tures and whether or not the fractures were open or sealed. Weather-

ing and metamorphic recrystallizatl.on appear to have had little ef-

fect on the strength of the rocks within each group. The mineral

compositions are summarized in Tables 4.4 through 4.9 and the sec-

tions examined are illustrated in Figures 4.. 'hrough 4.10.
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Se'c. -9: ,

Figure 4.1 Tonalite, Cores MG-CR-lO, Section 6, and MG-CR-2A,
Section 9. Mi-CR-IO, Section 6. shows severely sheared tex-
ture. To the left is a calcite and quartz vein and in the
center the narrow white lines are fractures. MG-CR-2A, Sec-
tion 9, shows a biotite schist band in a coarse-grained tona-
lite; these rock types were not found in the rest of this
core.
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Sec. - 1

Sec.-l"7

Figure 4.2 Tonalite, Core MG-CR-18, Sections 16 and 17.
MG-CR-18, Section 1.6, shows a variation in texture from
coarse to fine grained and many fractures. There was no
compositional difference between the coarse- and fine-
grained areas. MG-CR-18, Section 17, shows the exten-
sive deformation of the section of this core. Note the
variation in grain size and amount of dark minerals.
Narrow light lines to the right are fractures.
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NMl-CR-26

14G-CR-26

Figure 4.3 Tonalite, Core MG-CR-26, Section 2, and amphibolite,
Core MG-CR-26, Section 17. NG-CR-26, Section 2, shows disrupted
foliation and medium-grained textures of this gneiss. Dark rock
at upper right is amphibolite. MG-CR-26, Section 17, shows con-
tact between the dark biotite gneiss and light coarse-grained
pegmatite.
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Figure 4.4 Tonalite, Cores MG-CR-26, Section 10. and
MG-CR-54, Section 16. MG-CR-26, Section 10, shows
fine-grained texture caused by shearing. Small light
line to the right of the label is a low-angle frac-
ture. J4G-CR-54, Section 16, shows the typical
severely fractured texture of the tonalites in
Hole MG-CR-54.
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'IG,-CR- 28 '
Sec. - 13

Il

I1

Figure 4.5 Tonalite, Core MG-CR-28, Sections 3 and 13.
MG-CR-28, Section 3, shows a disrupted pegmatite (white
area) in the tonalite. The center of the core was
faulted and folded. MG-CR-28, Section 13, contains a
well-foliated fine-grained band of gneiss. The folia-
tion of the gneiss to the left of the band is parallel
to the foliation of the band, but the foliation of the
gneiss to the right of the band is almost perpendicular
to that of the band and remaining gneiss.
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Njc-_CR_-2A

;I

Figure 4.6 Granite, Cores MG-CR-18, Section 9, and
MG-CR-PA, Section 20. MG-CR-18, Section 9, shows
fine-grained texture and lack of structure typical
of the granites in Core MG-CR-18. MG-CR-2A, Sec-
tion 20, shows the poorly developed foliation in the
granites of Core MG-CR-2A. Clots of biotite form
the irregular bands.
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sec. - 1I
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Figure 4.7 Granite, Core MG-CR-IO, Section 13, and rhyolite,
Core MG-CR-IS, Section 7. MG-CR-IO, Section 13, shows the
typical sh.eared nature of the granites of Core MG-CR-lO.
Dark color of the section is due to a larg amount of iron
stain. MG.CR-IO, Section 7, shows the only volcanic rock
found in these cores. The very fine-grained band with sev-
eral inclusions is a rhyolitic rock that has intruded a
chlorite schist. The small circles (A) may be devitrified
amygdules.
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Figure 4.8 Amphibolite, Core MG-CR-10, Sections 17 and 19.

MG-'R -10, Section 17, shows a contact between a gneissic
aphliboite (17a) (top) and a schistose amphibolite (17b)

(bottom). The rocks have similar compositions. Smell
white lines cutting both rocks are sealed fractures.

struturewhich was not common in most of the amphibolites.
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Figure 4.9 Amphibolite, Cores MG-CR-0, Section 21, and
MG-CR-26, Section 7. MG-CR-0, Section 21, shows many
f'ractures and a poorly developed banding caused by mini-
eral segregation. MG-CR-26, Section 7, shows coarse-
grie mhboiectb quartz band.
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Figure 4.10 Amphibolite, Core MG-CR-18, Section 12.
This section shows fine-grained amphibolite, with
several sealed fractures (light lines).
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CMAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 DISCUSSION

The nature of the objective of these rock quality tests dictates

overall evaluation of the core on a hole-to-hole basis. In the in-

stances where individual holes yielded core of )nly one rock type,

the evaluation of the hole will, of course, be dictated by the char-

acteristics of the particular rock type present. In those instances,

however, where several rock types are represented in a single hole,

the evaluation of the hole will necessarily reflect the quality of

the least competent material tested.

To facilitate evaluation of the Michigamme study area in this

manner, a rock quality chart (Figure 5.1) was prepared. Ultimate

uniaxial compressive strengths depicted on this chart were expressed

in one of three categories: good (above 12,000 psi), marginal (8,000

to 12,000 psi),and poor (less than 8,000 psi). Locations of the in-

dividual drill holes are shown in Figure 5.2.

5.2 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of physical test results exhibited by the specimens

of rock core received from the Michigame study area, the following

conclusions appear to be justified:

1. The rock core received from the Michigamme study area was
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petrographically identified as predominately tonalite, potash gran-

ite, and amphibolite with relatively minor amounts of biotite schist

and pegmatite.

2. Most specimens contained fractures which ranged in orienta-

tion from horizontal to vertical. Several specimens contained well-

developed systems of fracture.

3. The moderately fractured and intact tonalites from this area

were found to range from relatively competent to very competent in

quality, ultimate uniaxial compressive strengths ranging from 18,000

to 42,000 psi. A moderate degree of fracturing appeared to reduce

the ultimate strength to approximately 70 percent ,;f the ultimate for

the intact tonalite. The critically to highly fractured tonalite was

found to have been severely weakened by iracturing, generally to the

extent that it was Judged to be very incompetent material. Thus,

this material should probably be considered the primary signal of in-

competency in the Michigamne area.

4. Very similar to the tonalite discussed above, the moderately

fractured to intact potash granite from this area was also found to

range in quality from relatively competent to very competent (in-

tact), ultimate uniaxial compressive strengths ranging from 18,000 to

40,000 psi, respectively. The moderate degree of fracturing reduced

ultimate strengths, on the average, to approximately 60 percent of

the ultimate value exhibited by the intact granite. The effect of
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the presence of fractures oriented at critical angles was even more

pronounced, average ultimate strengths falling to approximately 30

percent of the magnitude yielded by the intact core. This large loss

of strength was still, however, not great enough to warrant classify-

ing the critically fractured granite as incompetent. The three pot-

ash granite specimens containing open fractures and/or vesicles ex-

hibited physical properties characteristic of incompetent rock.

5. The amphibolite received from the Michigamme study area was,

in most cases, found to be somewhat weaker than the tonalite and pot-

ash granite specimens in the same general state 7,f fracture. The in-

tact co1e was rather competent, exhibiting an average ultimate uni-

axial compressive strength of approximately 27,000 psi. The moder-

ately fractured core was rele.t±vely competent material, exhibiting an

average ultimate strength approximately 60 percent as great as that

yielded by the intact core. The critically to highly fractured am-

phibolite ranged in quality from incompetent to marginal, with ulti-

mate strengths ranging from approximately 4,000 to 12,000 psi.

6. The pegmatite specimens rEceived from this area were intact

and very competent. Ultimate uniaxial compressive strengths averaged

approximately 30,000 psi.

7. The bictite schist from the ichigamme study area was rela-

tively competent material, exhibiting ultimate strergths which aver-

aged approximately 21,000 psi.
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8. Elastic constants determined on the moderately fractured and

intact rock from this area were generally rather high with Young's

modulus ranging from approximately 9 million to 15 million psi. Con-

stants determined for critically to highly fractured core were

slightly lower, while those computed for the vesicular granite speci-

mens were, predictably, quite low.

9. The material from this area was generally quite brittle, ex-

hibiting little hysteresis and no significant residual strain.

10. Three-directional velocity tests revealed the potash gran-

ites to be relatively isotropic. With two exceptions, the tonalites

were also found to be rather isotropic. Two of the tonalites were,

however, somewhat gneissic in texture, and exhibited considerably

lower compressional wave velocities in the direction perpendicular to

the banding (axial direction). These low velocities resulted in

rather high deviations from the average compressional wave velocity

(5.0 and 9.1 percent), and in classifying the banded gneissic tonal-

ite as relatively anisotropic.

11. Tensile strengths were rather high, with indirect (Bra-

zilian) strengths generally found to be somewhat higher than the cor-

responding direct strengths. The direct strengths should, however,

be more representative of the true tensile strength since the direct

test allows, to a much greater degree, rock failure at the point of

minimum strength.

I
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Evaluation on a hole-to-hole basis indicates the potash granite

removed from Hole MG-CR-2A and the gneissic tonalite and amphibolite

removed from Holes MG-CR-26 and -28 to be relatively competent to

very competent rock. These holes represent materials which should

offer good possibilities as competent, hard rock media.

Hole M-CR-18 yielded specimens of potash granite, tonalite, and

amphibolite. This variety of materials exhibited physical charac-

teristics generally representative of marginal to good quality rock,

and should offer some possibility as a competent hard rock modium,

provided the single zone of incompetent rock is not a disqualifying

factor. The tonalites, amphibolites, and potash granites representa-

tive of Holes MG-CR-1O and -54 were generally fractured and exhibited

physical characteristics typical of rock of lower quality than that

required of competent media.

The above evaluations have been based on somewhat limited data,

and, therefore, more extensive investigation will be required in

order to fully define the individual areas under consideration.
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NOTC- NMES WITHIN ILOCKS INDICATE ORPTHS OF TEST SPECIMENS

Figure 5.1 Depth versus quality as indicated by compressive
strength for individual, holes.
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APPENDIX L

DATA REPORT

Hole MIG-CR-2A

12 September 1949

Hole Location: arquette County, Michigan

Lonitude: 97* 59' 23" West J
Latitude: 41'r 21' 08" North

Township 46N, Range 29W. r,t..-ion 30, NW 1/4 SW 1,/%

1. The following core was received on 8 September 1969 for testing:

Core Piece No. Approximate Depth, ft

1 27
12 33 
3 42
4 52
5 A52
6 72
7 F12

q 91;

10 177

12 12 ,

13 135

I19 la5
15 ISi

17 11;5
ISq 177
19 147
20 t95

.)Pscr tption

2. The amrples received were p. edominantly light- to pink-colored

rock identified as conrse-rrpned gr.tite by the field log received with

the core. Pieep Nos. R and 14 were identified a. amphibolite arl pice

NJos. I at J 9 a.4 grAnite-amphihnllte combinations.
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Quality and saformity tests

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity,

Schmidt number, compressive strength, and compressional wave velocity

were determined on specimeno- prepared from representative samples as

given below:

Sample Core Schmidt Comp Comp Wave
No. Description Depth Sp Gr No. Strg, psi Vel, _

1 Intact, Granite 27 2.788 -- 18,030 19,480
Biotite Schist

4 Intact, Granite 52 2.629 51.9 4o,910 19,180

7 Intact, Granite 82 2.613 53.5 39,090 19,510

8 Intact, Biotite 86 2.953 50.0 20,450 21,740
Schist

9 Intact, Granite 96 2.719 -- 20,150 18,560
Biotite Schist

14 Intact, Granite 145 2.640 50.9 31,820 18,360

18 Intact, Biotite 177 2.964 49.5 26,o60 21,720
Schist

20 Intact, Granite 195 2.628 55.2 3.0 1§4,60

Average Granite 2.628 52.9 36,670 21,280

Average Biotite Schist ane 2.856 49.8 21,170 23,870
.mbination

The Scnmidt hammer test was not conducted on the granite-amphibolite

specimens due to possibility of breakage. Two distinct strength levels

of rock are apparent, as given above, both representing very competent

material. The biotite schist is a very dense rock with unwqually high

wave velocity, However. the granite yielded the higher compressive

stre rth.
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Moduli. of deformation

4. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static

moduli of deformation tests. The dynamic moduli were determined by the

proposed ASTN4 nechod for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocitiesI an,! elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed from

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical

resistance strniin gages affixed to the specimens, Nns. 14 and 18. Stress-

strain curves are piven in plates I and 2. Specimen IQ wa cycled at

11.000 nsi atnr srtecirien 14 at 20,00)0 psi. Results are given below.

Spec imen 14(d ulIus , PSI 8 10 ~ SheAr Pissnn *s

Nn. Yuri Bu1lk Shenr Velocity f ps Ratio

QvnAmic Testq

14 10.1 A'A 4.1 1t1.4Qf 0.24
5 i.,; 10.5 A.2 12,490 0.25

Stntic, Tests

14 1.).7 5.9 4.5 -- 029

'R14.3 9A 5.9 -

All nf the rock tested herein is npiarent ly rather rig~id material,

ttxnihiting little hy,-teresis. Agreement. between the different ",ethods

of moduli determiinat ion is exceptional ly gnod.

ConclIusions

S. The core tecei-ed fro., hole W'E-CQ-2A was identified As nredtwi-

nantly pink grainite by the field lot! rereived with the core Several

blotite s-,hist and biotite schist granite combination specimens were also

present. No macrofracturing was noted. Unconfined Pompressive tests in-

dicated that all rock was very cowpc.e~nt mate.rial; the granite sonevhat

the stronger, but the biotite schist the denser.
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Diotit. SchistPro p.r ty Granite and CotnbtnatLon

Spf-cific Gravity 2.429 2.854
Schmidt Numnber 52.9 £69.8
Cnoprteive Strength, ps 3A ,It7 21,170l
CntmpreuutonniI Wnive Venlocity, fi'ux 21.2nn 23,A70-
St~,tic Young's Nn,iumu, psi x fC 10.0 15.0
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APPENDIX B

DATA RV'RT

Hole .40-CR-10

3 Septev~er 1959

Hole Location: Marquette County, Michigan

Longitude: 87* 53' 25" West

Latitude: 40 .25' 19" North

Township 47N, Range 29W, Section 35, SE 1/4

Core

1. The follnwing core was received on 21 August 1949 for testing:

Core Piece No. Approximate Depth, ft

1 27
2 37
3 4
4 53
5 f3

74
7 83

M 91
9 102
t0 Ill

11 115
12 122
1 1 130
'1 135
1s 140

14 148
17 15A
Is 14;5

19 iM
20 1 PA
21 lqr
22 192
23 198

Description

2. The sanoles roceiv-d were quite variable, generAlly identified

as foldqpathic porphvrtblstic gne.s and schist and amphibolite by the

field log received with the core. 1iece Nos. ?, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, q, 9, 10.

11. 14, 15, 6. 17, 14. 19, 22, and 23 -'tained fractures, most of which

were healed.
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Quality and uniformity tests

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity,

Schmidt number, compressive strength, and compressional wave velocity were

determined on specimens prepared from representative samples as given

below. Co p

Sam- Comp Wave
ple Core Schmidt Strg Vel
No. Rock Type _ecriptio Depth Sp Gr No.* Pei f

2 Tonalite Vertical Fractures 37 2.711 -- 26,540 18,925

4 Tonalite Vertical Fractures 53 2.662 59.0 25,820 18,900

5 Tonalite Critical Angle 63 2.659 55.9 7,700 17,160
Fracture

8 Granite Vertical and Crit- 91 2.661 57.1 14,O90 19,O80

ical Angle Frac-
tures

10 Apr hibolite Highly Yractured all 2.706 -- 8,210 17,230

12 Granite Vuggy, No Notice- 122 2.494 28.3 7,820 18,805
able Fractures

I. Granite Vuggy, Vertical 135 2.499 -- 5,200 12,880
Fracture

15 Amphibolite Critical Angle 140 2.84i -- 12,120 -9,395
Fracture

16 Amuhi- ite G.-t1cai Angle 148 2.854 46.8 8,000 16,845
Frpcture

18 Tonallte Vertical l15 2.659 61.8 27,180 19,4_10
Fractuaring

19 Amphibllit2 Critical Angle 176 2.961 55.3 10,240 22,175
Fractures

22 Amvhibolite Vertical Fractures 192 3.170 5L.5 15,695 21,770

23 Tonalite Vertical Fractures 198 2.677 61.2 2 17,50

Average of Vuggy Srrecimens (2) 2.496 28.3 6,510 15,840

Average of Specimens Containing 2.780 53.8 10.060 18,645
Critical Angle Fractures (6)

Average of Specimens Containing 2.776 59.1 24,895 19,270
Vertical Fractures (5)

Schmidt hammer test not conducted on several specimens due to possi-
bility of breakage.
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Moduli of deformation

4. Representative specimens were selected fs'r dynamic and static

,moduli of deformation tests. The dynwic 'soduli were determined by |
the proposed ASTM nethod for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities

And elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed from

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical

resistance strain gapeX affixed to the specimen, Nos. 15. li, and 22.

Stress-strain curves are given in plates 1, 2, and 3. Specimens 15 and

22 were cycled at 10,)91 psi. Results are given below.

Specimen 'bdulus. psi x 10 Shear Poisson's
No. Younti"s Bulk Shear Velocity, fps Ratio

Dynamic Tests

12 5.5 9.3 2.0 7,435 0.40
Its 3.61 3.7 1.4 6,495 0.33

15 9.4 9.7 3.S 9,50 0.3
11 7.7 7.0 2.9 R.711 0.32
22 12.2 14.2 4.5 10.270 0.3i

T tatic Tests

15 .. 0 ,b.9 4.0 *-0.24
'1 7.8 4.3 3.2 -- 0.20
22 12.3 R.7 5.0 -- 0.215

The three specimens tested statically, all very dense material, exhibited

little hysteresis. Due to the voids, 9eaningfoil stress-strain data were

not obtained on the vu.ry specimens.
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Conclusions

5. The core received for testing from hole ?C-CR-lO was generally

identified as feldsnathir norohyrnhladtic rnefss and schist and

amphibnlite by the fie'd log recelped with the core. The material

from this hole was quite variable. as illustrated by the wide range

of results obtained frm the physical property tests. Generally, the

vuggy %aterial was rather weak, exhibiting an average compressive

strpngth of 1510 psi. ,necific gravities and com'ressi.Mal wave

velocities -ere also quite low. The -naterial containing critical angrle
fractures yielded an average conpressive strength of 10.94O psi and an

averape crnpressional wave velcity of 18.145 fps. The materiaL con-

taininiz vertical fractures exhibited an average compressive strength

of 24,q95 si. Vertical frarturitra, n are.tly had little effect on the

strenp.th: tho -irity of the failure -odes in this !rnut) dere either

:,E a conica! type or of a brittle, vertical splitting nature.

Speimens with Specimens with
vurry Critical Angle Vertical

Prone.rtv Sweimens Fractures Frectures

Specific Gravity 2.100 2.790 2.770
Schmidt No. 2R.3 53.A 59.1
C torne s s i ve
strngth, rsi A, 513 10.0;.3 241q95

rompressiona! Wave
V'e lcity. frq 15.9,40 IR.,;45 19, 2n

Satic Ynun*'s
'dullis, ,si X IC) -- q.9 12.5
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APMUDIX C

DATA ROOT

Role !40CRO-1R

15 September 191;9

Ikie Loat im: Marquette Cctanty, Mlichigan

Lnngitw!e: 117* 43' 12" 1est

Latitude: ;A4* 44' 2?* north

Townshin 51N. IRanito 27W, qertn~ 7. Sr I^. st 1/4

1. The following core was reeefvP4 an 11 Septsember 19'i9 frr

te~til.,)re Piece No. Uircoxiw~ate tlepth ft

4 r.i 
5 72

7 93
0! ')3

CAI~~tt(iti11~i~~t.ra-r'be 1~.

as ~aniic acio by*hcfiel I'~ rc~ieA ~th he ~re.ev~pt2iec

IIR
N. 2 ?. Th .- %I, Ed.-ril0 -re .vwiulits- tora~cy ld r se ~niffo-

iat--2*q ha.' tiehttv r~ef. scaled fractures. flnIv sa'tsles '3 and IS cne-

tpjuinri soaqs ae.$ oren fracturps. i.e.. (rartisres which. have -cse visible,

a!thwough diseor.tinupuu. void --pce bet-cevn the ce'ntact surfaces.
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Quality and uniformity tests

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity,

Schmidt number, compkeessive strength, and compressional wave velocity

were determined on specimens prepared from representative samples as

given below:

Sample Core Schmidt Comp Comp Wave
No. Description Depth §p__Gr No. Strg, psi Vel, fps

1 Granite with Verti- 28 2.641 52.9 23,120 19,510
cal Fractures

3 Granite with Verti- 48 2.685 52.0 30,310 19,580
cal Fractures

4 Granite with Criti- 60 2.667 37.4 11,090 17,540
cally Oriented
Fractures

5 Granite with Verti- 72 2.681 49.5 18,110 18,880
cLl Fractures

6 Granite with Criti- 83 2.669 -- 14,000 18,460
cally Oriented
Fractures

8 Granite with Verti- 103 2.654 51.4 18,210 19,440
cal Fractures

11 Granite with Verti- 124 2.636 -- 23,940 19,460
cal Fractures

12 Moderately Fractured 130 2.988 45.6 15,850 21,520
Amphibolite

15 Granite with Open 162 2.662 -- 5,240 18,090
Fracttres

19 Moderately ?ractured 200 2.853 42.6 13,330 20,740
Amphibolite --- I

Average (Except Specimen No. 15) 2.719 47.5 18,660 19,460

The Schmidt hammer test was not conducted on several specimens due to

the possibility of breakage. Little or no effect of the tightly closed

fractures is indicated on the physical test results. Where open frac-

tures are present, strength will apparently be significantly reduced.
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.Ioduli of deformation

4. Representative specimens were selected for dynamic and static

mtlodli of deformation tests. The dynamic moduli ,ere determined by

the uroposed ASTM method for deternination of ultrasonic pulse velocities

and elastic constants of ro.k. The static noditll were computed from

theory of elasticity by ti:e of strain measurements taken from electrical

resistance strain gAres affixed to the specimens, Nos. 3. 12, and 19.

stre.s-strain curves are given in plates 1, 2, and 3. Specim-ens 3 and

12 wa:re cycled at 10,0001 psi. Results are riven below.

Sr.cimen MkWdilus, osi x 10' Shear Poisson's
No. Bulk Shear Velocity, fps Hat in

Dynamic Tests

3 1U.9 7.4 4.9 11,00 0.23
12 14.5 11.') 5.9 11,870 0.2R

19 13.5 Q.3 S.4 1l,RpF 0.201

Static Tests

3 11.3 0.3 4.7 -- 0.21
12 13.4 7.9 5.5 -- 0.22
, 10.5 7.0 4.2 -- 0.25

T negligible hysteresis exhibited try the specimens which were cyclic

stressed iidlcates a rather rigi, materinl with tightly closed fractures.

Concl 1sions

5. The core received from hole MIG-CR-18 wax identified As ,,redominantlv

t.ranitic gneiss by the field Ing received with the core. Prattically All

.sa.1;les contained very tirhtly closed fractures and contact surfaces. The
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significant result was a very low compressive strength (5000 psi)

obtained on one of two specimens found to have prominent macrofractures

and seam. If such discontinuities are numerous in the cored mass, the

conclusions on the area as a whole may be significantly affected.

Property Results*

Specific Gravity 2.719
Schmidt Numober 47.3
Connressive Strength,. psi 18,50

Compressional 'ave Velocity, fps 19,4r,0
Static Young's Modulus, psi .r lM) "  12.0

Exclusive of low compressivp strength obtained

on fractured sperien.
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APP3EX D

DATA RVOIRT

Hole NC,-C'.-25

4 September 19'49

Role Location: arags County, Michigan

onitude: 88* 05' 31" West

Latitude: 4*.41' 50" North

Township SON, Range 30 , Section 29, SW 1/4

Core

1. The following co-e was received on 21 August 1969 for testing:

Core Piece Io. Approximate Depth, ft

16

2 17
3 25
437
5 48

51
7 57
q 63

9 78
=:.10 as.

12 107
13 117

: _14 119

16 130;

17 1445
-IS 157

19 1S
20 171

V 21 1701

22 I8
23 197

Description

2. The samples received were gray- to green-gray-colored rock

identified as quirtz-mico gneiss by the fLeld log received vi'h the

core. Pegmev te dikes and intrusions wero very abundant. Piece Woe. S.

1'. ond 23 cor.taiand tightly -losed fractures.
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Qalit: and uniformity an omrssoaa av elct

3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity,

Schmidt number, compressive strength, and compressional wave velocity

were determined on specimens prepared from representative maples as

given below:

Sample Core Log Core Schmidt Comp Comp Wave
No. Description Rp th Sp Gr No. Str, ,si. Vel, fps

3 Amphibolite 25 2.997 5S.8 25,?00 21,955

4 Pegatite 37 2.668 6r.i 33,180 29,120

6 Vertical fractured 51 3.070 53.1 27,580 21,635
tonalite

P Tonalite 68 3.092 54.2 42,,420 22,480

j 9 Amzh; .>ite ',3 2.840 56.2 29,240 20,415

10 Tane.ite 88 2.779 61.5 38,940 19,345

12 Pegmatite 107 2.691 60.2 21,060 19,110

16 Yoderat.*I fractured 136 2.891 54.1 17,730 20,810
_mphiboli':Ie

29 Pegmat.te 168 2.673 53.1 31,140 18,020

I'. Amphibol#. 176 2.760 61.2 25,900
..-- gc Pegmtite

Specime,.s (3) 2.677 59.5 28,146o .8,75

Average Other Spectrens (7) 2.918 57.C 29,590 20,855

The pronounced b'inding in the .neiss apparently did not adversely affect

the rhysical t.jt results.

Moduli of deformation

4. Representa, i. ,, specimens were selected for dynamic and static

moduli of deformation tests. The dynamic noduli were determined by the
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proposed ASM mehod for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities

and elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed from

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical

resistance strain gages affixed to the specimens, Mos. 3, 4, and 10.,

Stress-strain curves are. given in p'*tes 1, 2, and 3. Specimens 4 and

10 were cycled at 20,000 psi; specim-n 3 was cycled at 15,000 psi.

Results are given below.

Specimen Modulus, psi x 10 Shear Poisson's
No. Younas 8jlk h4t Velocit . fps Ratio

Dynamic Tests

3 14.7 11.8 5.7 11,875 0.29
99 9.3 8.4 3.5 9,.895 0.31

to 10.7 8.5 4.2 10,540 0.29

Static Tests

3 13.9 9.2 5.5 -- 0.25
4 11.0 7. 4 -- 0.24
11) 10.8 7.5 4.3 -- 0.2

All of the rock tested herein is apparently rather ririd material,

exhibiting little hysteresis.

Conclusions

5. The core received for testing from hole .G-CR-25 a s identified

by the field log received with the core as f'ray to green-gray quartz-

9iC5 ,neiss with abundant pegatite dikes and intrusiona. The only

noticeable differencep in physical properties between groups were the

lower specific gravities and compressive uave velocities exhibited by

10
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the pegmatite. Compressive s*rengthu were someohat variable, the

average for all specimens tested being approrimately 30.000 psi.

Smecimen No. 15 yielded the only c,'pressive strength less than

20.000 psi. 'lodles of failure were Kernrally of a conical or vertical

splitting nature, apparently unaffected by banding.

Average of AveraKe of
Pegmat ite Other

Property Specimens Specinens

Specific Gravity 2.457 2.918
Schiidt No. 59.5 57.0

Compressive Strength, psi 28,460 29.590
Compressional Wlav,; Velocity, fps 18,750 2J, R55
Static Young's Modulus, psi x 10-' t!.0 12.3

1o6
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APPENDIX I

DATA ARPbUT

4 September 1969

Hole Location: Baraga County, Michigan

Longitude: 880 17'15" West

Latitude: 460 39'31" Worth

Township 49N, Range 32W, Section 10-SW 1/4, HE 1/4

Coro

1. The following core was received on 1 July 1969 for testing:

Core Place No. Approximate Depth, ft

1 7
2 18
3 28
4 38
5 47
6 57
7 68
8 77
9 87
10 88
1l 96
12 104
13 114

14 126
1513
16 145
17 154
18 165
19 174
20 183
21 192
22 200

2. The saples received were light to dark gray-colored rock identified

as quartz sica gneiss by the field log received with the core. Humorous

pegmatite dikes and intrusions were noted. Piece Nos. 15, 18, and 21

cuttained tightly closed fractures.
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Qualit' u yifgraltv t~ts

3. To de,*emine variations within the hole, specific gravity,

Schmidt number, compressive strength, and compressional wave velocity

were determined on specimens prepared from representative samples as

given below:

Sample Core Schmidt Cop Comp Wave
M.. Descrition Death §1__ Jo.* StrXjga V.ol. fga

I Fine Grained 7 2.790 63.8 35,750 18,715
Tonalite

2 Vertical Frac- 18 2.988 61.8 18,480 20,655
tu'ed Tonalite

5 Fine Grained 47 2.705 63.8 29,820 18,985
Tonalite

6 Vertical Frac- 57 2.797 63.2 22,910 19,760
tured Tonalite

8 Pegmatite 77 2.656 6 2. 30,610 19,445

10 ]eSatite 87 2.677 -- 35,000 19,010

18 Pegmatite 165 2.671 63.8 41,200 19,375

7. Dark Tonalite 192 3.037 63.7 26,580 21,950
High Angle
Fracture

22 Medium Grained 200 2.898 56.7 32,730 20,600
Tonalite

Average of Pegmatite 2.669 64.0 35,605 19,275
Specimens (3)

Average of Fine Grained 2.748 63.8 32,785 18,850
Specimens (2)

Average of Medium Grained 2.930 61.4 25,175 20,740
Specimens (4)

* Schmidt hamer test not conducted on sev" el specimens due to

possibility of breAkasge.
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Moduli of deforiaton

4. Representative specimen@ were selected for dynamic and statto

moduli of deformation test@. The dyamic moduli were detemined by

the proposed AMft method for determination of ultrasonic pulse velocities

and elastic constants of rock. The static moduli were computed from

theory of elasticity by use of strain measurements taken from electrical

resistance strain gaps affixed tQ Lhe specimens, o. 1, 8, and 22.

Stress-strain curves are given in plates 1, 2, and 3. Specimens I and

22 were cycled at 20,000 psi. Specimen 8 was cycled at 25,000 psi.

Results are given below.

Specimen modulus. set x 106 Sheer Poisson's

09 Xua' h1Q Shear VeZg E fo Rti

1 10.0 8.0 M*9 10,160 0.29
a 10.6 8.0 4.2 10,805 0.28

22 11.9 10.4 5.6 10,815 0.31

Static TeOtS

1. 11.6 5.0 4.8 -- 0.22
8 11.6 5.9 5.0 -- 0.17
22 12.5 8.5 5.0 0- 0.25

All of the rock tested herein is apparently rather rigid material

exhibiting little hysteresis.
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5. The core received from holu HG-CR-28 was identified as light to

dark gray quartz mica gneiss by the field log received with the core.

Numerous pegmatite dikes and intrusions were noted. Specimens 15, 18,

and 21 contained tightly closed fractures. Unconfined compressive tests

indicated that the pegatite and fine grained naterials were appreciably

stronger than the medium grained materials strength of the medium grained

specimens generally being approximately 75 percent of the strength

exhibited by the other two groups. Banding and high angle fracuring

seemed to haveo no significant effect on unconfined compressive strength

of this material.

Fine )ed ium
Pegmatite Gr:z 14d Grained

Proertv Simens Spocimcn8 Spegemn

Specific gravity 2.669 2.748 2.930
Schmidt number 64.0 63.8 61.4
Compressive strength, psi 35,605 32,785 25,175
Compressional wave velocity, fps 19,275 18,850 20,740
Static Young's modulus, psi x 10-6 11.6 11.6 12.5

1-14
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AMPINDU( F

DATA RFPORT

Nole ?4-Ct-5i

11 Sc'pteinber 19'59

Noll- Location: I4Arquette County. W~chlgan

Lonritude: 870 53' 45" West

Latitude: W4.40' 38" Mort.,

Tuwnthi-, 30K. Range 291W. Section 35, S 1/2 NE 1A

1. The fellowing core was received on 5 Sciitember 1949 for testing:

Core Piece No. Approximate Depth. ft

3 28
'431

5 47

q 79

11 115
12 117
13 121)
14 140
15 147

15 157
17 11; 7
is 177
19 187
20 195

Description

2. The sAmples received were g~ray- to Kreen-gray-c .:ored rc-L1

identifiee generally its a miciatite comr!cx by the fielo Ig rotc~wed

with the core. All t.esappeared to he tietamorphoxed '.gneoux rock

except N*1. 9, and 11 which consisted predominan~tly of dark green

4,Iiolite. All sAviples contaitned healed. randomly trivnto.'. fractures

or ioints.
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I

(&uality and uniformity teiitc

~3. To determine variations within the hole, specific gravity,

~Schmidt number, compressive strength, and compressional (cave velocity

~were determined on specimens prepared from representative samples as

given below;

SSample Core Schmidt romp Comp Wave
16D. Description Det SpG No._.._L__.si Vel, fps

-o1 Highly Fractured 7 2.714 37.3 8,790 18,94o
-_ mphibolite

2 Highly Fractured 15 2.667 -- 6i,36o 19,470
~Tonalite

6 Highly Frctured 55 2.644 - 3,080 19,540
~Tormlite

7 Highly Fractured 68 2.653 *1..8 16,48o 19,410
- Tonalite

8 Highly Fractured 79 2.653 -- 2,910 19,360
, Tor~lite

9 i Highly Fractured 105 2.W -- 4,950 21,62.o0
t~ Amphibolite4

11 Highe aly Fractured i105 2.745 -9-7 17,00 1,68o

Tonalite

18 Moderately Frcturea 17? 2.658 -- 5,940 1,880
o. To.mlite

20 .moderately Fraktured 195 2.&42 5-1M ° 19,550
Tonal ite

Average of Specimens U'Iieh Failed 2.707 37-3 5,0W0 19,94
% on Fractures (7)

SAverage of Specimens Not Influttrxed 2.6-75 45.8 ',6,,'10 19,520
; by Fractures (3)

~~The Schrddt Um. er test w-s not conducted on =ny of the upeclnr3 due to

l the poxss- .!ity of bm~akaVe. Vi.vally, the roc.k appeared to be a rather

t competeni zaterial. F.pecific gravity and wave velocity measurerenm

did not detect tht detrimental ef.ic t of the fracturing. Although tightly

closed, the fractures arA[ joints significantiY .,duced the co.,pressive
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2 --w!

strength. These results represent the first indication of incompetent

• teriat in the e4ichi!:*m'e Area.

Moduli of deformation

4. Representatv seciens were selected for dyn-mic atd static

modulL of deforiation tests. The dynamic riod;ili vere deterskined by the

vropused ASM ewthod for determination of ia!rasonic mlae velmcties

and elastic constants o! rock. The static odu3. were computed from

thecry of elasticity by use of strair. .esurevnts takett fron ejectrical

r4sistance strain gages affixed t* The cciaens, 'Mos. 1. 8, and lA.

itreqs-strain cirves are riven in Plates 1, 2. and 3. SUmivens I and

R were cycled tt 5000 si. Rotxultq are dven below.

Stwimen Modulus, pt i IO0 Shear Poisqon's
NO. Yong's R har Ve I M fy. I os, Ratio

3.9 3.4 9,571 0.33
q 9.5 3.; 10.!)50 A.32

:tttic Te.%ts

4. '4.3 M-05
3 .2 3.7 -i .25

5. The n ouli indicate rhat the -,7ck, although fractured, is a

rel tivcly rivid mterifl. Anporentlv the fri-vtures are well heno!d or

- ' -tosed. The ttress-strn ctrvo !or speci.r No. I indicates some crack

-lnM e at the lnra-r stress levels; howver. non closure is indicated on

.rA~cien Nos. q ancl Ii. Some h::gr..si.& is .qlso evident 1r the curve

-btaned an stwclmen No. 1.
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Conclusions

5. The core received fro- hole W4'R-5L wuas green- to gray-colored

rock identified a being a misattte c.-plex by the field lor received

with the core. The samples received vere predoninantly metamorphosed

Igneous rock. All swecirens contained tightly cloeed fractures. Uncon-

fined compressive testt indicated that fractures orie-nted at !ritical

nnles appreciably reduced the compressive strength conpared to snecimens

in uhicb fracturing npparently did not affect the strength results. The

ittress-strAin curvez indicated little crack closure and little hysteresis.

Specirens Failulre Not
Which Failed Influenced by

Property on Fractures Fractures
.oeclfic ^rAvity 2.707 2.675

Schmidt Ku,'ber 37.3 45.8
Compressive Strength. nsi 5,020 1 ,; I01
Compressional W/ave Velocity, fts 19 l940 19.520

~Static Young's %lou~s. -)si x !0 "_5.
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